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Miles + Smiles was born in August 2015 after an 
afternoon with my husband a realizing that I had a lot to 
share with the world. The blog focuses on lifestyle, 
fashion and beauty and anything that may touch a 
woman’s life. I want to empower women, help them feel 
their best not only phisically but also emotionally. 

As I go thru life I realize that life it’s a roller coaster and 
you better brace yourself and enjoy the ride!

Hello!
I’m Claudia Camargo. I am a 29 year old Colombian living in Minneapolis, MN with my husband. I love to 
share my life in hopes that it can help someone else that might be goinG through the same. From not 
knowing what to wear, to not being sure what the right treatment for acne is or even bigger experiences like 
changing your life upside down, I love to give out tips, tricks and details that have worked for me. I have a 
full time job as a Sr Art Director at Target and I want to show women that you can, in fact have it all. 

SOME BRANDS I’VE WORKED WITH
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Minneapolis
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AustinLO
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Female 79.3%  
Male 20.7%
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instagram
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twitter
followers

3169 1053
527 15k 1658

Now let’s get down to business! 
If we are a good fit, I would love to partner up with your brand. I have been growing and tailoring my brand for the past years
very meticulously and my attention to detail and design have enabled me to have a great look and feel, so rest assured your 
brand will also be reflective of this.

LET’S PARTNER UP

- Brand ambassador
- Attend brand/press events or conferences
- Sponsored content/giveaways (blog and social media platforms)
- Blog advertising

CONTACT
claudia@milesandsmilesblog.com

www.milesandsmilesblog.com

@miles.and.smiles

@milessmilesblog

/milessmilesblog

/milessmilesblog

Miles  + Smiles
lifestyle.     fashion.     beauty.

8.5k
monthly
viewers


